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The Reviews are In:
“Going Up wins because the tension it holds trhoughout the film does not let up to allow you to predict much.”
											Indie Shorts Mag
A fun dark comedy. The writing was phenomenal and the concept a fresh take on a familiar concept.
											Southern Shorts Awards

Synopsis

Raff, the Russian hitman, enters an old wood paneled apartment elevator, he is on the job
and his target is on the sixth floor. As the doors close a new passenger squeezes his way
on. Its Finn, the anxious millennial, and by coincidence he lives on the sixth floor. That’s not
where the happenchance ends, Finn is Raff’s target. As Finn blabs nervously to the silent and
intimidating Raff he starts to realize that he is the mark. As the elevator slowly ascends this
dark comedy reveals how this all came about. Once the lift arrives at the top floor the secret
wishes, and fears, of all the passengers are revealed.

Forman Howes - Writer/Director/Producer
Forman is a self-taught storyteller and filmmaker having received his
formal education in BioChemistry at McGill University and a Masters in
Education at University of British Columbia. He has spent the last ten
years honing his skills while teaching video production at the Byng
Arts program in Vancouver, Canada. Forman has made multiple nano
budget productions with his students including an off the wall feature
with the comedy group HumanTown (all former students). He is excited to finally enter the arena of professional quality film making with
his short film debut Going Up.

Raphael Kepinski - Raff the Hitman
After a side track to get his Bachelor of Science degree at the University
of British Columbia, Raphael went to the acclaimed acting arts conservatory
Studio 58 where he received the Elizabeth Ball award for outstanding comedy
performance. Professionally in theatre he has worked for the Playhouse Theatre Company, the Arts Club Theatre Company, Bard on the Beach, and others.
He has appeared in feature films that were presented at the Vancouver and
Toronto Film Festivals including Bruce Sweeney’s “Crimes of Mike Recket” and
Peter Ricq’s “Deadshack”. For TV Raphael has had numerous principal parts
usually as an interesting Eastern European bad guy and has guest starred in
the History channel show “Six”, as well as had recurring parts on Amazon’s
“Man in the High Castle” and The CW’s “Supergirl”. He lives with his wife and
daughters in Vancouver’s Kitsilano neighbourhood.

Logan Fenske - Finn the Milenial
A Studio 58 Grad, Logan can most recently be seen in an episode of
the TV series, iZombie.
Crazy, but true! Dan Doheny (also a Studio 58 grad, and former
student of Forman’s) was originally cast as Finn. On the day before
principle photography he got a callback to LA (no he didn’t get the
part). However before heading down to Hollywood Dan secured
Logan to fill in for him, what a great call. On top of that, he didn’t see
the script until he showed up on set. Remember that when you listen
to all the lines that Finn has in this film. What an amazing feat!

Lillian Doucet-Roche - Paloma the Goth
Lillian grew up in Ottawa, Ontario where she attended an arts High
School (Canterbury High School) studying theatre everyday. After
graduation she took a gap year and Au paired for 9 months while
studying at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts in London England.
She then moved to Vancouver where she studied Theatre at Studio
58, graduating summer 2016.She can also currently be seen alongside Helen Hunt in the 2018 film, The Miracle Season.

Nick Booker - Associate Producer/Set Design
This guy has skills...makes things, organised, fixes equipment, a great
colleague...Forman is so lucky!

Jon Thomas - Director of Photography
Super-talented with an eye for the cinematic.
*2012 Winner - Best Short at Whistler Film Festival for “Plating”
*2013 three Leo Nominations, including Best Cinematography in a Short Drama

Anton Thomas - Sound Recorder
Speed! Sounds great...was great!

Daniel Jeffery - Editor
Daniel Jeffery is a short and feature film editor based in Vancouver
BC. Since graduating from SFU’s Film Production program in 2013, his
work has screened at international film festivals such as TIFF, VIFF, Hot
Docs, Fantastic Fest, and broadcast nationwide on CBC. Recently, his
short film Sad Hill With Sad Hill was featured in the Netflix documentary Sad Hill Unearthed. He currently works as a Filmmaker for Lush.

10 Top FAQ’s about Going Up
and Forman Howes
1)

Is Forman Howes really a science teacher?

Crazy but true, Forman got his BSc in BioChemistry from McGill and then became a high school science
teacher. His first love has always been making movies but sometimes you gotta pay the bills. After a couple
of years teaching periodic tables he started the film and animation program for the Byng Arts program.
2)

Is this Forman’s first movie?

It is his first movie with a budget bigger than his paycheque. Forman has made lots of films with his students over the years but this is the first time he made a film with a paid crew and post-production professionals.
3)

Did high school students really help make this film?

Absolutely, and they are in the credits. Forman’s students have been a key part in every film he has made,
and Going Up is no different. This time though rather than taking on the roles themselves, the students were
all in apprenticeship roles, learning while being led by the pros.
4)

How did Forman film in an elevator?

He built it, actually Forman’s very talented teaching partner Nick Booker built the set. It was a labour of love
that took over their classroom for a couple of months. We had a lot of fun looking at elevators to finally get
the look we wanted. A search that was made much easier by the great youtube channel of DieselDucy.

5)

Where did you find the actors?

Casting was a challenge but in the end all the actors were graduates from Vancouver’s hallmark acting
school Studio 58, founded by Forman’s grandfather-in-law Antony Holland. The cast started to come together when Forman and Raphiel Kapinski met while Kapinski was doing his student teaching (yes Raphiel is a
science teacher too). Lillian Doucet-Roche came on board through the recommendation of David Hudgins a
friend of Forman’s and instructor at Studio 58. Logan came through the craziest route (see the next FAQ).
6))

Is it true that Logan Fenske got the part of Finn the day before principle
photography?

Crazy, but true! Dan Doheny (also a Studio 58 grad, and former student of Forman’s) was originally cast as
Finn. On the day before principle photography he got a call back to LA (no he didn’t get the part). However
before heading down to Holywood Dan secured Logan to fill in for him, what a great call. On top of that he
didn’t see the script until he showed up on set, remember that when you listen to all the lines that Finn has
in this film, what an amazing feat!

7)

What inspired this story?

The story idea comes straight out of the head of my middle child Finnegan Howes. During Finnegan’s last
year of high school Finnegan dreamt up the funny premise of someone riding up an elevator with the hitman
hired to kill them. Originally Finnegan wanted to make the film as a school project but Finnegan ended up
acting in Concord Floral and ran out of time to complete it during their senior year and gifted the great idea
to their father (Thank you Finnegan!)
8)

What happens to Raff after he shoots himself in the car? (Sorry for the spoiler,
too late for the alert)

Most importantly HE DOESN’T DIE! Raff merely suffers a flesh wound which means he can keep on killing the
wrong people by accident. (more spoilers). In fact there is another short, a feature and television series all
in the pipe for our bumbling hitman who wants to be a businessman . Anyone know how to set up a virtual
reality 3D gaming arcade?
9)

How many awards have Forman’s students won with their own
Films?

Too many to count (or at least for Forman to count). Forman has been blessed with some very talented students over the years and they have won awards all over the city, province, country and continent. Forman’s
students have won the best picture at the Vancouver Student Festival for five years in a row and several
more before that streak. They have won best comedy, best experimental, best director and best long form
at the BC Student Film Festival. They won one of Air Canada’s spots on upcoming filmmakers and have had
their films screened at the Vancouver International Film Festival and the National Film Festival for Talented
Youth.
10)

Tell me about the featured song in Going Up.

Keep it in the Family is the featured song, it appears both at the beginning and end of the film. It was written
and performed by Dan Bern. Dan is one of Forman’s favourite artists who he has been following since his
debut album came out in 1996. It was one of the most exciting parts of this project for Forman that he was
able to get Dan to write and original track for the film, something that was almost torpedoed by a rogue
snowblower.
Dan was set to record the song in Vancouver during a tour stop in Vancouver in March, four days before the
recording session Dan got his hand caught in a snow blower and lost part of his ring finger, it was unclear if
he was ever going to be able to play guitar again. Thankfully for Dan, the surgeon saved most of his finger
and Dan was able to pull through and record the track in October.
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